A special accolade should be awarded Senator Lehman for his vote on the bill, which has just passed the Senate, designed to curb communism in this country.

One need not add anything to your own wise editorial comment on the unwisdom of this type of legislation, which, as Senator Lehman observed, seems to assume that a totally submerged iceberg is less dangerous than an only partially submerged one.

The point about Senator Lehman's vote is that he was not only one of seven Senators who dared to brave the dangerous hysteria which is arising in this country but he was also the only Senator facing a fall election who took this position.

REINHOLD NIEBUHR.

TROPIC TIDE
Inside the reef the blue lagoon lies calm.
Millennial years of daily dying
Have built a verdant coral kingdom flying
Peace-flags of the coco palm.

ROLAND RYDER-SMITH.